
“Life is all about how we handle the challenges we are given.” 

 - Jill Costello, UC Berkeley ‘10 

 

 

The Jill Costello Award, sponsored by the Bonnie J. Addario Lung Cancer Foundation (ALCF) 

and the Kappa Kappa Gamma Pi Deuteron Chapter, will be given to the Cal Greek community 

member who most embodies Jill’s spirit by standing up to face adversity and inspiring others in 

the process.  

  

Nomination Criteria 

1. Any freshman, sophomore, or junior within the Cal Greek community whom plans to 

attend the university as a fulltime student in the upcoming year.  

a. Cal Greek community refers to Panhellenic Council (PHC) and Interfraternity 

Council (IFC) registered houses. 

2. Nominee has demonstrated strength, the ability to overcome, leadership, and courage in 

the face of adversity while inspiring those around them. 

a. Preference will be given to those who experience the adversity themselves, but 

consideration will be given to those caretaking and helping others in adverse 

situations. 

b. Preference will be given to those who have experienced adversity within the last 

year. 

 

Nomination Process 

1. Each Cal Greek house will be encouraged by the Kappa Kappa Gamma house to 

nominate one (1) house member for the award. 

2. Each Cal Greek house is allowed to nominate one (1) house member for the award. 

3. Sorority and fraternity houses will nominate student via Jill Costello Award Survey 

Monkey application. 

4. Applications must be submitted one week prior to event date. 

 

Selection of Winner 

1. Every nomination will be reviewed and discussed by Review and Selection Members.  

2. Review and Selection Members: 

a. Director of Jill’s Legacy,  

b. Kappa Kappa Gamma Philanthropy Chair,  

c. Kappa Kappa Gamma Panhellenic Chair. 

3. Award and awardee will be announced and presented at the Event. 

a. The Event refers to the Annual UC Berkeley Jog for Jill. 

b. Awardee must be registered for the Event. 

 

Amount of Proceeds 

1. 5% of the proceeds from the Event will be awarded to awardee.  

2. The amount of proceeds awarded to the awardee will be capped at $3,000.  



3. If the 5% raised from the event is greater than $3,000, the excess (see 3.a) will be split 

evenly amongst other nominees.  

a. Excess capped at $2,000 (i.e. if 5% is greater than or equal to $5,000). 

 

Application of Funds 

1. Award amount will be applied directly towards house dues of awardee as a check or 

transfer of payment from the ALCF to the house of the awardee. 

 


